
Toward Intelligent Representation of DatabaseContentJoseph D. Oldham and Victor W. MarekDepartment of Computer Science, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506,foldham,marekg@cs.engr.uky.eduAbstractWe address the problem of automating the display of database records in anintelligent way. By this we mean the synthesis of complete multimedia documentsfrom database records. We propose an architecture for mapping diverse datastored in a database to markup language (SGML) programs. These programs areready for �nal presentation. The mapping is based on a computational extensionof the linguistic concept of register. The resulting presentation represents dataas information in an intelligent way. General conditions for such a system arediscussed. Our own treatment of registers as rule based computational structuresis o�ered with some early results on the behavior of rule based registers.1 IntroductionWe address the problem of automating the display of database records in anintelligent way. By this we mean the synthesis of complete multimedia documentsfrom databases which are not otherwise document databases.Our databases may be object oriented databses with multimedia data. Be-cause our interest is in populations of users a suitable database should hold datathat is to be used by at least one community of users with strong communi-cation conventions. For example a suitable database might consist of: medicalrecords (communities might include physicians, nurses, �nancial o�cers of vari-ous sorts), accident reports (police, insurance adjustors and claimants, courts),student records (advisors, deans, admissions o�cers in other programs, potentialemployers, students).\Intelligent display" means a generated display document must satisfy thedocument conventions of a user community approximately as well as a documentbuilt by hand from the same data and for the same purpose. Our only restrictionis that the purpose does not include any but very shallow analysis. Making thedatabase system \speak the communal language" facilitates the ability of anymember of the community to make sense of the data. So \intelligent" means theability to \speak the vernacular" of a community of users. [PR87] refers to atext generation system which can do this as a tailoring system.1.1 ApproachFor our approach we take advantage of the existence of markup languages, whichbecome the target languages of the kind of systems we describe. The hard prob-



lem is to move from data itself, facts and objects, to complete document contentembedded in a markup language program. For this we turn to the language ofregister theory, from descriptive linguistics [GC78]. The control of various reg-isters marks the sophistication of a language user [GC78]. Our \language" isexplicitly multimedia. Although registers have been discussed in the literatureof natural language processing [BP89] we review the concept briey: A registeris a triple h �eld, mode, tenor i, where:Field is the domain of discourse. Field understanding provides context for thesynthesis of the document. This implies representing the common knowledgeof the domain.Mode is the means of communication, e.g. written vs. spoken, spontaneous vs.planned, or even, this plan for written discourse vs. that plan for writtendiscourse. Mode is taken here as describing a document form.Tenor describes the purpose of the communication, e.g. to inform, persuade,etc. Tenor informs choice of rhetorical device used within the framework ofthe mode to represent content.We claim that this concept of register can be formalized in a way suitablefor intelligent display of multimedia database information. In this paper we o�erthe beginnings of our formalization of registers: generalized rule de�ned registers.Our register is a computational structure which will accept as input a databaserecord and transform that record through a series of steps into a completeddocument in a target markup language. From now on we assume SGML [HR90]as a target language. Others are possible. The marked up document may bepresented to the user via an SGML processor.Control of registers is a marker of sophistication in language use. Endowinga database with control of a register should increase the user's ability to receiveinformation from the database by making the form of the data intuitive. Ifthe system presentation of data lacks some of the informational coherence of ahuman presentation then information is lost in the human - system interaction.Registers are a way of trying to restore a subtle form of information loss bymaking the data more readily or better understood by a user, who will be betterable to make necessary and correct inferences in less time. We do not believethe problem of intelligent presentation of data from a database as informationtailored to a user has been adequately addressed.1.2 Some Related WorkWe begin with some work in text generation. The problem of determining thecontent of a text document has been studied by McKeown [MC85]. Paris [PR87]introduced the term \tailoring" to represent the process of making text docu-ments user appropriate. Paris and Bateman [BP89] phrase text tailoring in termsof register theory [GC78]. This body of work tells us that with respect to tex-tual components of documents syntactic structure, vocabulary and word order



are key to audience appropriate data presentation. We do not yet know whatthe multimedia correlates are. In fact we are particularly interested in how theavailability of multimedia objects alters text content. In terms borrowed fromDevlin [DV91] what is the e�ect on a document when analog information is in-cluded? IVORY [CW93] is a tool developed at Stanford University to assist thephysician in writing progress notes. It takes a relatively naive approach to tacklethe problem of text document generation in one domain. The impact of globaldiscourse structure on the discourse at sentence level is studied in [RV95] withan eye toward text generation as an application.It may be tempting to look at document generation from data as an exten-sion to very dynamic views. [CBR94, DE94] provide examples of how e�ortsto extend views to Object-Oriented database management systems (OODBMS)are concerned by other issues such as relating the model (or scheme) used byan application to the scheme of a database. Fundamentally a document is morethan a view. It is worth noting that if a tailoring system required a data schemedi�erent from that of the DBMS then using a view mechanism to create an in-termediate data representation would avoid attempts to alter the DB schemedirectly. Such an approach would allow a presentation module to be built ontop of an existing database, with no alteration to the underlying data modelrequired. We term such an approach noninvasive.[CACS94] considers the problem of mapping structured (SGML [HR90]) doc-ument data type de�nitions (DTDs) to an OODB schema (in particular the O2[BB88] system.) Instances of a DTD (a document) are then mapped to objectsand values under the scheme found by the mapping from the DTD. Structureddocument management and retrieval is facilitated. They explicitly do not con-sider going the other way which is our problem. Several points are worth re-marking: (1) When a class of documents can be generated from stored factsmanagement and retrieval of those documents is no longer di�erent from anyother database operation. (2) Even in storing whole documents and taking ad-vantage of their structure one must confront the issue of order. Order mattersin structured documents, but not in database schema. This results in an inva-sive approach with respect to the O2 data model in [CACS94]. (3) Under ourscheme an inverse mapping from document instance to database record does notin general exist. This is compatible with the results in [CACS94] as the databasethere is a document database while ours is not. In our approach speci�c factsstored may lead to linguistic or other media expression in the document, i.e.facts may be \forgotten" or blurred. Once blurred only a class of facts is, ingeneral, recoverable. However it is common and often necessary to store \facts"rather than documents.[EG95a, EG95b] describe the writer's problem. If W is a writer with somebackground knowledge and some facts andW wants to convey with some partic-ular sense the circumstances associated with the facts by creating a document us-ing some mode (in our case a multimedia mode), and ifW can assume the readerhas certain background knowledge, then how does W proceed? [EG95a, EG95b]focuses on the complementary reader's problem. It is worth remarking that since



the writer's and reader's problems are complementary, any document created byone system should be understandable by another system. This holds even if aprecise inverse mapping to data does not exist.2 ExamplesFor the �rst example we assume the following (non 1-NF) toy scheme and assumeHTML rather than SGML:h NAME, SEX, AGE, PIC, ADDR, DATE, VS, SYMPS iExample 1. hMarek,Victor, M, 25, /PtPhoto/VMarek.gif,123/Main/Atown/KY/40512,8/24/95, 132/84, 92, 99.O, 16, (cough/dry,painful/1/D/nil)iOur register system will deliver a document represented like this:<H1> Patient Victor Marek </H1>Photo of Mr Marek: <IMG SRC="~/PtPhoto/VMarek.gif", ALT="Mr. Marek"><H2> Personal Data: </H2>Male, 25 years old. <P><H3> Mailing Address</H3>123 Main St. Anytown, KY 40512<P><H2> Presentation of Thursday 8/24/95 </H2>VS: Within Normal Limits<P>Mr. Marek presented with a c/o dry, painful cough. He was afebrile.The cough began 1 day prior and remained unchanged. No other symptomsnoted.Here is another tuple:< Oldham/Joseph, M, 82, nil, 217/Cross/Btown/OH/50582, 8/24/95, 100/62,102, 99.2, 22, (cough/productive, nocturnal/3/D/(dry, constant/2/W)) >From this we might see:<H1> Patient Joseph Oldham </H1><H2> Personal Data: </H2>Male, 82 years old. <P><H3> Mailing Address</H3>217 Cross St. Sometown, OH 50582<P><H2> Presentation of Thursday 8/24/95 </H2>VS: 100/62, 102, 99.2, 22<P>Mr. Oldham presented with mild tachycardia and a temperature of 99.2.His complaint was 3 days of productive night-time cough. Previouslyhe had had 2 weeks of dry, constant cough. No other symptoms noted.



Finally, we might see either patient presented through a di�erent register, e.g.as:<H1> Mr Joseph Oldham, age 82</H1>Mr.Oldham had c/o cough, was tachycardic (102) and febrile (99.2). Hadapproximately 17 days of cough. Over the prior 3 days cough becameproductive and restricted to night time.Example 2. Here we do not show the raw data, which describes a basketballgame between two teams, but we do show intermediate representations follow-ing application of �eld, mode and tenor rules in turn.Step 1:A set of Field Rules is evaluated on the statistics for the game and all partici-pating entities represented in the scheme. We receive something of the following,which we call: the �eld representation:(University of Arkansas Lost)(Thurman Top Scorer For Loser)(Williamson Below Avg Points and Rebounds For Loser)(University of Arkansas Without Beck)(Series Tied)(University of Kentucky Won)(Mashburn, Delk Top Scorers For Winner)(Pricket Above Avg Rebound For Winner)(Rhodes, Ford Injured For Winner)This set of facts is our �rst intermediate representation. These facts are isolatedbut represented appropriately to the �eld and goal of the intended presentation.In general at this stage the facts are unordered. Note there may have been a rulesuch as:If : : :and W plays > X Minutes on average for Yand W does not play against Z: : :then : : : (Y without W) : : :This set of rules has most to do with content selection for the �nal document.Step 2:We now apply Mode Instantiation Rules which decide on the structure of thepresentation, within a given set of constraints. (For example two injuries to oneteam may cause injuries to be mentioned in the lead paragraph.) In this case wemay see:(Rhodes, Ford injured for University of Kentucky)(University of Kentucky Won Over University of Arkansas)(University of Arkansas Without Beck)



(Series Tied)*(Pricket Above Avg Rebound For University of Kentucky)(Mashburn, Delk Top Scorers For University of Kentucky)(Thurman Top Scorer For University of Arkansas)(Williamson Below Avg Points and Rebounds For University of Arkansas)*(Box Score)(Scoring Graph)Step 3:The �nal processing by the register may now occur, resulting in a marked updocument, our �nal source representation. Tenor rules are applied to give apleasant surface representation to the selected and ordered facts.<H1> UK Defeats UA </H1>--Lead ParagraphRodrick Rhodes and Travis Ford were injured last night when theUniversity of Kentucky won over the University of Arkansas by thescore of .... Arkansas played without Corey Beck. The seriesis now tied at ....<P>Kentucky was aided by a strong rebounding performance by Jared Prickettand paced in scoring by Mashburn and Delk. Thurman led Arkansas inpoints, but it was a quiet night for Corliss Williamson who washeld below his average in both rebounding and points.<IMG SRC="BoxScore"><IMG SRC="ScoringGraphic"><IMG SRC="~/Kentucky/Photos/mashburn.gif">3 Some formal de�nitionsWe are now ready to look at our approach to computational registers in somedetail. Information is represented in databases. Databases are de�ned by meansof schemes. We expect object-oriented databases see [Ul88, BM93]. The actualcontent of a database is its instance. An instance consists of records. In Section 2we have seen that our databases may consist of objects. Notice that in example1, the attribute SYMPTOMS was a list of strings. Similarly the attribute NAMEwas a pair of strings. We will assume (and this always can be enforced) that thedomains of attributes are disjoint. The information stored in the database maybe text, numerical information or multimedia information (binary large objects,or BLOB �elds). In this case the information stored in the �eld is interpreted asa pointer to the actual location where the information is stored. In our example,the �eld PtPhoto contained the pointer to the �le vmarek.gif with the actualBLOB information. Similar arrangements for aural information, video etc. canbe made.



The scheme of the database is a vector of strings called names of attributes.The scheme is supplemented by another vector, of the same length, of types ofattributes. These could be types such as string, oat, BLOB/�lename, pairs ofstrings, lists of strings, etc. We do not de�ne types here.In addition to instances (composed of objects called records to stress theirdatabase provenance) we deal with two more types of entities. These are sourcerepresentations and �nal presentations. Although in the abstract setting theset I of source representations can be arbitrary, we think about it as a setof SGML programs (see Section 2). In contrast, the set of �nal presentationsis the collection of interpreted SGML documents on display. Text formattingprovides an analogy: source representations are .dvi �les, �nal presentations aretext documents [KN84]. We picture our situation as follows:
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Database records Source representations Final presentationsFig. 1. Transforming the database information into textsFigure 1 describes the overall approach as exempli�ed in Example 1. Data-base records are transformed via the register mapping into �nished SGML sourcerepresentations of documents ready to be processed by an SGML system into a�nal presentation document.We will concentrate on the mapping R from database records to source rep-resentations. Such mapping, following linguistic terminology, is called a (gener-alized) register.In the setting of example 2 we see that R is a composition of mappings. Steps1 through 3 in 2 correspond here to rule based mappings F , M , T , essentiallycapturing the notions of �eld, mode, and tenor in registers. F selects, based on�eld knowledge, certain facts for translation into expressions appropriate for the�eld. This is a database mapping.M takes these expression, and using knowledgecommon to the �eld and a description of the mode, or form, of the documentorders these expressions appropriately for intelligent presentation. Again, thisis a mapping from one database scheme to another. This captures the \deep"structure of the presentation Finally T delivers a �nal source representationready for an SGML or similar system to translate into a polished, reasonablyarranged document { a presentation document. We are no longer interested inhow the source representation becomes a �nal presentation as this is a matterfor an SGML interpreter, and we have delivered an SGML document. In thissetting our picture becomes as in �gure 2.In principle, a register can be any mapping from records to source repre-sentations. We are interested, however, in registers de�ned by means of rules.That is rules describe the way in which database information is transformed intothe source representation. For instance, in our Example 1 the �rst �eld, NAMEis a pair of strings (string1/string2). The information contained in that �eld is



Field representationsDatabase records Deep representations Source representations
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R(t) = T(M(F(t)))

Presentation(t) = S(R(t))Fig. 2. Transformation with registerinterpreted as a line of the resulting SGML program:<H1> Patient string 2 string1 </H1>This mode of processing our record is described as a rule:d: If NAME = <string1/string2> and : : :Then i.�rstline = <H1> Patient string2 string 1 </H1> and : : :(Rules can be quite complex, and we displayed a fragment of a rule to see someof its salient features).Let us look carefully at our rule. Among other things this rule tells us thatwhen we process this record and produce the written progress note for a physi-cian, the �eld NAME is represented as patient information, with the �rst stringrepresented as surname, and the second string as a given name. Thus the pairof strings Doe=John is interpreted as a line "Patient John Doe". The additionalword "Patient" comes from the context { we talk about patients, and not (forinstance) participants in an automobile accident. Notice the fact that the NAME�eld is primary information is additionally highlighted by the choice of the dis-play information (<H1>). Both features presented above are related to the factthat our source representation assign meaning to database information.Formally, we de�ne a rule as an entity of the form:d: If p1(At1) and : : : pk(Atk)Then iHere, p1; : : : ; pk are some formulas describing properties of attribute values. Forinstance, such a property may be that the temperature is between 98:0 and 99:2(i.e. normal).De�nition 1. A (generalized) register R is rule-based if R is de�ned by a col-lection of rules of the form:d: If At1 2 X1 and : : : Atk 2 XkThen iHere i 2 I and X1 � Dom(At1); : : : ; Xk � Dom(Atk) Further, Xj is called thejth condition in the rule d and a record t matches rule d if for all j, 1 � j � k,t(j) 2 Xj .



Notice that if the rule d does not explicitly impose conditions on attribute Atjthen Xj = Dom(Atj). The condition of the form Atj = x is equivalent to one ofthe form Atj 2 fxg More generally, if '(�) is any formula, then the condition ofthe form '(Atj) is equivalent to one of the form Atj 2 Xj whereXj = fx : '(x)g.For instance, if one of our attributes is called Temp and the condition on theattribute Temp is: 100:0 � Temp � 100:5 (and the step is :1) then our conditionis equivalent to Temp 2 f100:0; 100:1; : : : ; 101:5g.Once the register is de�ned by use of rules, the order in which the rulesare processed usually matters. Thus registers based on rules are, in general,nondeterministic.We de�ne now some classes of registers.De�nition 2. (a) A rule-based register R is consistent if for every record t andfor every pair of rules d1; d2 in R if t matches both rules d1 and d2 then d1; d2have the same conclusion.(b) A register R is complete if every record matches at least one rule in R.(c) A register that is both consistent and complete is called functional.(d) A register R is called partitional if for every two rules d1; d2 in R and forevery attribute Atj , the jth conditions X1j and X2j in d1 and d2 respectivelysatisfy the property: X1j = X2j or X1j \X2j = ;(e) Two registers R0; R1 are called equivalent if for j = 0; 1, whenever a recordt matches a rule d in Rj then there is a rule d0 in R1�j such that t matches d0and the conclusion of d0 is the same as that of d.4 Properties of registers de�ned by rulesIn this section we report on some technical results obtained while working onthe properties of registers. These technical results allow us to understand betterhow registers behave.Proposition 3. (a) For every register R there is an equivalent partitional reg-ister R0(b) When R is functional then so is R0.Now we will characterize registers in which a record can match only one rule.De�nition 4. A functional register R is called decompositional if for every i 2I , R�1(i) is empty or there exist nonempty sets Z1 � Dom(At1); : : : ; Zk �Dom(Atk) such that R�1(i) = Z1 � : : :� ZkSince for i1 6= i2, R�1(i1) \ R�1(i2) = ;, decomposability means that that foreach i, R�1(i) is a \hyperrectangle", and that those hyperrectangles cover theentire universal instance Dom(At1)� : : :�Dom(Atk).We have this characterization of decompositional registers.



Proposition5. A functional register R is decompositional if and only if thereexists register R0 such that R0 is equivalent to R, and for every i 2 I, i is theconclusion of at most one rule in R0.We will characterize now registers that are both decompositional and parti-tional. These are particularly simple registers which are generated by very simplerule sets. We start with a de�nition.De�nition 6. 1. A register R is called simple if R is both decompositional andpartitional.2. Let D = (At1; : : : ; Atk) and D0 = (At01; : : : ; At0k) be database schemes. LetU = SfDom(Atj) : 1 � j � kg and U 0 = SfDom(At0j) : 1 � j � kg.A mapping f : U ! U 0 is a database map if for every x 2 U , and everyj; 1 � j � k, x 2 Dom(Aj) implies that f(x) 2 Dom(At0j).3. A register R is called invertible if all its rules have di�erent conclusions andeach rule is matched by exactly one record.It turns out that database maps can be composed with rules.De�nition 7. Let D = (At1; : : : ; Atk) and D0 = (At01; : : : ; At0k) be databaseschemes and let f : U ! U 0 be a database map as above. Let R0 be a registerover D0. The composition of register R0 and database map f is a register Rconsisting of rules over D (but with the same set of source representations I) :d: If At1 2 f�1(X1) and : : : Atk 2 f�1(Xk)Then isuch that the ruled0: If At01 2 X1 and : : : At0k 2 XkThen ibelongs to R0. This composition is denoted f �R0.Proposition8. A register R over a database scheme D is simple if and onlyif there exists a database scheme D0 and a database map f : U ! U 0 and aninvertible register R0 over D0 such that R = f �R0.Proposition9. For every register R there is a database map f and a registerR0 such that:(a) R is equivalent to f �R0, and(b) All rules in R0 are matched by precisely one record.AcknowledgmentsThe second author gratefully acknowledges a partial support by NSF grant IRI-9400568.
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